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A Monte Carlo method for critical systems in infinite volume:
the planar Ising model
Victor Herdeiro and Benjamin Doyon
Department of Mathematics, King’s College London
Strand, London, U.K.
email: benjamin.doyon@kcl.ac.uk
In this paper we propose a Monte Carlo method for generating finite-domain marginals of
critical distributions of statistical models in infinite volume. The algorithm corrects the problem
of the long-range effects of boundaries associated to generating critical distributions on finite
lattices. It uses the advantage of scale invariance combined with ideas of the renormalization
group in order to construct a type of “holographic” boundary condition that encodes the presence
of an infinite volume beyond it. We check the quality of the distribution obtained in the case of
the planar Ising model by comparing various observables with their infinite-plane prediction. We
accurately reproduce planar two-, three- and four-point functions of spin and energy operators.
We also define a lattice stress-energy tensor, and numerically obtain the associated conformal
Ward identities and the Ising central charge.
1 Introduction
Critical models of statistical physics, such as the Ising model at its Curie temperature, offer a
unique opportunity to study the emergence of large-scale behaviours. In this context, criticality
occurs only on very small subsets of the parameter space of a given model. At such critical
points, a second order phase transition takes place and the behaviour of the model changes
drastically. Power laws appear in long-range correlations and in divergences of the free energy
and susceptibilities, and with the universal amplitudes, they are described by the powerful
theoretical framework of conformal field theory (CFT) [1, 2]. These effects are characteristic
of the emerging universal collective behaviours, such as the large fluctuating loops separating
ordered phases (a precise representation of critical bubbles of the nucleation theory), which have
received attention recently especially in the context of conformal loop ensembles [3, 4] and its
relation to CFT [5].
Monte Carlo simulations of statistical models are essential in order to explore with precision
and from first principles these critical behaviours, and especially the emerging large-scale objects
in infinite volume. However, criticality, because of scale invariance, presents its unique numerical
challenges. First, critical slow-down increases, in the most basic algorithms, the time necessary
to numerically build the full long-range correlations. Second, at criticality, generic boundaries
have effects that propagate well into the bulk in the form of conformal boundary conditions [6].
This effectively precludes the direct Monte Carlo numerical simulation of partial, finite-domain
configurations in infinite systems. That is, it is hard to simulate the marginals, in the sense of
probability theory, of the fluctuating degrees of freedom lying in finite domains with respect to
the infinite-volume distribution. We will refer to such marginals as bulk marginals; they encode
all local information (all correlation functions and loop distributions inside a given domain) of
the infinite-volume model.
In this paper we propose a solution to the latter problem, illustrating it in the context of
the planar Ising model. The Ising model is a milestone in the history of statistical physics
[7]. While it was first introduced in one dimension by Lenz, Ising’s doctoral work [8] showed it
could not order at large scales on such geometries, and Peierls arguments [9] made it the first
model shown to exhibit a phase transition for dimensions greater than two. This breakthrough
essentially opened the field of phase transitions. Onsager’s seminal contribution [10] rigorously
proved important aspects of the phase transition, in particular the power-law behaviour of the
magnetization as function of the external magnetic field, by giving a general solution in two
dimensions. Since then, it has been the subject of very extensive research, a great part of the
interest being due to its integrability.
In two dimensions and with zero external field, the model is known to go through a sec-
ond order phase transition for some lattice-dependent critical temperature. At this point, the
response functions and correlation length diverge and the system shows an infinite sensitivity
to external perturbations. The fluctuations happen on every length scale, this being associated
to the emergence of scale invariance. In general, within the framework of quantum field the-
ory (QFT), emeging scale invariance implies invariance under conformal transformations, and
combined with locality, leads to an infinite number of constraints on the correlation functions,
algebraically encoded via the Virasoro algebra and its representations (the primary operators).
This is CFT. These continuum, universal models are characterized, in particular, by their Vira-
soro central charge c, and have been solved (e.g. analytical expressions or precise formulations
for correlation functions) under the requirement of minimality [11, 1, 2]. The critical Ising lattice
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is the simplest example of such models, with central charge c = 12 , and set of primary fields
given by I (the identity field), σ (the “spin” field – scaling limit of the binary lattice variable),
and ε (the energy field – scaling limit of the local energy density).
On the numerical side, the Ising model has also been the subject of extensive research
[12, 13, 14]. It was discovered that near the critical point the autocorrelations of local updates
in Monte Carlo Markov chains diverge severely as ∝ L4, where L is the linear size of the lattice,
whereas the divergence is only L2 far from the critical coupling. This phenomenon is associated
to critical slow-down and has been explained as the difficulty for local updates to build the
lowest energy excitations of the spectrum. The discovery or engineering of updates based on
clusters or lattice flips [15, 16] has been a breakthrough in studying numerically the Ising model
at its critical point, and largely solved the problem of critical slow-down.
However, at the critical point, because of the divergence of the correlation length and the
response functions, the system also becomes extremely sensitive to its boundary conditions.
Essentially, the universal effects of boundary conditions propagate well inside the bulk in the
form of the allowed conformal boundary conditions of the CFT model [6]. A direct consequence is
that it is presently impossible to sample the infinite volume Ising model even on a restricted finite
subdomain: there is no known procedure to obtain, in an efficient fashion, samples representing
bulk marginals.
The aim of this paper is two-fold. First, we propose a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampler (which we refer to as a UV sampler) that produces, to good accuracy, samples repre-
senting bulk marginals: finite-domain marginals of critical bulk configurations. It does so by
using scale invariance in order to generate, up to corrections which we attempt to characterize,
a boundary condition that represents the presence of an infinite space beyond it. This may
be seen as a “holographic” boundary condition, encoding the information of the infinite space
beyond the finite domain. The UV sampler does not require the infinite conformal symmetry
emerging in two dimensions, hence is generalizable to higher dimensions. It can also be adapted
to study the full universal region near criticality (massive QFT).
The well known transfer matrix methods, not based on Monte Carlo sampling, also allow
for very accurate studies of various bulk observables in two-dimensional critical models (see for
instance [17, 18]). However, these are fundamentally based on the infinite conformal symmetry
present in two dimensions, are limited by the exponenrial growth of the time as function of the
system’s size, and seem to be, at least up to now, more limited in the scope of the observables
studied, as they do not actually produce planar bulk marginals.
Second, we present an extensive study of local observables that are natural in the CFT
context: numerically evaluating some important bulk two-, three- and four-point functions,
constructing the holomorphic stress-energy tensor, and verifying the conformal Ward identities.
For completeness, we also present a study of the cluster boundaries, extracting some of their
main properties. This in part serves to verify the accuracy of the proposed Markov chain, and
in part to provide numerical results that may help in further characterizing the Ising critical
point.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the theory behind the proposed
method and its explicit implementation as a UV sampler in the Ising model, and we provide
measures of the accuracy of the bulk marginal obtained. In section 3, we report on an extensive
numerical study of Ising bulk observables, including multi-point functions and the stress-energy
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tensor, confirming the agreement with known analytical results. We conclude in section 4.
2 A Markov chain for generating bulk marginals
Consider the critical Ising model on a finite lattice. As the volume of the lattice is sent to infin-
ity, marginals on fixed finite domains tend to limit distributions: these are the bulk marginals.
However, for any large but finite lattice, generic lattice boundary conditions have effects that
propagate well into the bulk, because of long-range power-law correlations. Thus the infinite-
volume limit is very slowly approached. By renormalization group arguments, the power-law
effects of generic boundary conditions are universal: they can be described by conformal bound-
ary conditions of the associated CFT. Informally, this means that a generic lattice boundary
condition is seen, from a large distance r, as if it were a conformal boundary conditions b of
the CFT model at some other, effective distance r′. Two characteristics describe these universal
effects: the conformal boundary condition b itself, and the ratio Λ determining the effective
distance r′ = Λr at which the conformal boundary condition appears to be. These are the
emerging universal properties of the lattice boundary condition.
Clearly, a clever choice of the lattice boundary condition might correspond to a Λ that is
very large. With such a choice, bulk marginals are easily produced (as with Λ large, it is not
necessary to actually take the infinite-volume limit of the lattice model). A natural candidate for
such a lattice boundary condition is the marginal distribution on the co-dimension-one surface of
lattice spins bounding the fixed domain in a very large (infinite) lattice. Because of the locality
of the Ising measure, such a boundary condition fully encodes, from the viewpoint of the fixed
domain itself, all statistical information in its unbounded complement: it is a “holographic”
boundary condition, the “wave function” of the vacuum at infinity.
The proposed MCMC sampler uses conformal invariance and the renormalization group in
order to sequentially adjust the lattice boundary condition so as to make Λ larger and larger.
The method is an iterative procedure which implements an “inverse Kadanoff block-spin trans-
formation”. Each iteration is composed of two steps, meant to zoom in, in the sense of the
renormalization group, onto a smaller and smaller region around a central point. The first step
is a blow-up procedure, which takes a small central region, of linear size λ−1 times that of
the original region, and blows it up to the linear size of the original region. This is the step
that zooms in onto a small region, or, equivalently, that sends the original boundary further
away. The distribution of the resulting boundary spins is the holographic boundary condition,
encoding its exterior. The second step is a re-thermalization, keeping fixed the new boundary
spins. This effectively propagates the new boundary condition towards the inside of the region,
recovering the information that was absent in the original small central region due to the finite
lattice mesh. The implementation of this method using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampler will be referred to as a UV sampler.
A UV sampler provides a way of performing Monte Carlo simulations of bulk configurations
directly on small lattices, without the costly step of thermalizing on large lattices. The method
appears to offer a significant advantage over the na¨ıve way of generating thermalized configura-
tions on a large lattice and extracting a bulk configuration by discarding all but a small finite
sub-lattice. In the latter, scale invariance is a problem, while the method we present uses scale
invariance as an asset. In this paper we concentrate on the two-dimensional Ising model, but
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similar ideas can be used in any dimensionality.
In this section we give more details concerning the theory of this procedure, its MCMC
implementation, and a basic analysis of the quality of bulk marginals obtained.
2.1 Renormalization-group steps towards the UV fixed point
In Euclidean CFT on the plane1, one may represent, in an appropriate quantization scheme, any
region C \ A outside a simply connected region A ⊂ C, along with any set of local observables
Oj(xj) lying outside A, by a state 〈Ψ∂A[O]| on the boundary ∂A. This state has enough
information to reproduce, for instance, any correlation function with other observables σk(yk)
lying in A:
〈O1(x1) · · · On(xn) σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)〉 = 〈Ψ∂A[O]|σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)|0〉 (1)
for xj ∈ C \A and yj ∈ A 2. See Fig. 1.
The state corresponds to restricting on A, or “integrating out” the exterior C \ A. If A is
a disk, one may use the radial quantization scheme, where the plane is foliated by concentric
circles and time parametrizes their radii. In this scheme, states are seen as linear combinations
of field configurations on circles, and 〈Ψ∂A[O]| is such a state on the circle ∂A, obtained from
the original correlation function by a decomposition of the identity on ∂A. But the concept
holds for any simply connected region A.
Likewise, in a path integral formulation, with measure Dφ e−SC(φ) over field configurations
φ on the plane, we have:
〈O1(x1) · · · On(xn) σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)〉 =
∫
Dφ O1(x1) · · · On(xn) σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym) e−βSC(φ).
By ultra locality Dφ = DφA DφC\A, and by locality SC(φ) = SA(φ) + SC\A(φ) (here A is the
closure of A), where, because of the microscopic connections (non-ultra locality), both terms in
the decomposition of SC(φ) depend on the field at the boundary ∂A. Thus the integral factorizes
into: ∫
DφA σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym) e−SA(φ) Ψ∂A[O](φ) (2)
where
Ψ∂A[O](φ) =
∫
DφC\A O1(x1) · · · On(xn) e−SC\A(φ) (3)
carries all the information about operator insertions and the Gibbs measure beyond the bound-
ary, encoding it into a function of the field configuration at the boundary φ∂A. The function
Ψ∂A[O](φ) is the “wave function” associated to the state Ψ∂A[O].
Naturally, in general the state Ψ∂A[O] is not a conformally invariant boundary state: it is not
invariant under conformal transformations on A. With trivial operators Oj = 1, it is, however,
Mo¨bius invariant.
1Some of the arguments presented here generalize to QFT.
2To be precise, on the right-hand side of (1) one uses the representation of the observable σj(yj) on the
quantization space.
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AFigure 1: Graphical representation of a CFT restricted to a subdomain of the plane. All the
outside information (shaded area) is carried by the wave function Ψ∂A[O] on the boundary ∂A.
The above can also be done on any domain of definition C instead of the plane C, and with
any boundary state on ∂C. The state Ψ∂A will then depend not only on Oj but also on the
domain C and the boundary conditions on ∂C. Let us specialize to trivial exterior observables
Oj = 1. We write Ψ∂A[Φ] for the state on ∂A characterized by the “exterior information” Φ (the
information outside A): this is the boundary state at ∂C, which we understand as implicitly
containing the information of the domain of definition C itself. On a simply connected domain
C with some boundary state Φ∂C , we have 〈σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)〉C = 〈Φ∂C |σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)|0〉,
and then the restriction to A can be written as
〈Φ∂C |σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)|0〉 = 〈Ψ∂A[Φ∂C ]|σ1(y1) · · ·σm(ym)|0〉. (4)
The following “projection” property is a simple consequence of these definitions:
Ψ∂A[Ψ∂C [Φ]] = Ψ∂A[Φ] (A ⊂ C). (5)
The projection property is very natural from the viewpoint of the path integral formulation,
where Ψ∂A[Φ](φ) can be evaluated by two embedded path integrals on complementary subdo-
mains.
Let us now consider scale transformations, and restrict ourselves to convex domains. The
scale transform λ·Ψ∂A[Φ] of the state Ψ∂A[Φ] by a factor λ is a state on λ∂A, of the form Ψλ∂A[Φ′].
The scale transform is defined by requiring scale invariance 〈λ·Ψ∂A[Φ]|λ·σ1(x1) · · ·λ·σk(xk)|0〉 =
〈Ψ∂A[Φ]|σ1(x1) · · ·σk(xk)|0〉. The above then simply gives
λ ·Ψ∂A[Φ] = Ψλ∂A[λ · Φ] (6)
(where for instance a domain transforms as λ·C = λC, and scaling fields as λ·Oj(x) = λdjOj(λx),
with dj the scaling dimension of Oj). Rewriting, we have
Ψ∂C [λ · Φ] = λ ·Ψλ−1∂C [Φ]. (7)
Let us define the operation
Rλ[· · · ] := λ ·Ψλ−1∂C [· · · ]. (8)
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Figure 2: Picture of the Rλ operation: first Ψλ−1∂C restricts to a small domain, and then this
is scaled by λ. Effectively, the shell (λ∂C, ∂C) is integrated over. Repeating this step sends
the initial domain C to the plane. This can also be viewed as a zoom onto λ−1C, hence a flow
towards the UV.
This operation is a restriction to a smaller domain, Ψλ−1∂C [· · · ], followed by a scaling by a factor
λ. The map Rλ[· · · ] acts on, and generates, states on ∂C. Let us take λ > 1. We now show
that its N th power has the effect of scaling out the domain by a factor λN :
RNλ [C] = Ψ∂C [λ
NC]. (9)
Here, for lightness of notation, the symbol C in the square brackets represents some (unspecified)
conformal boundary condition on the boundary ∂C of the domain of definition C. Clearly, (9)
is true at N = 0. Assume it holds for some N ≥ 0. Then
RN+1λ [C] = λ ·Ψλ−1∂C [Ψ∂C [λNC]]
(by (7)) = Ψ∂C [λ ·Ψ∂C [λNC]]
(by (6)) = Ψ∂C [Ψλ∂C [λ
N+1C]]
(by (5)) = Ψ∂C [λ
N+1C], (10)
which shows (9) by induction on N . Thus,
lim
N→∞
RNλ [C] = Ψ∂C [C], (11)
where on the right-hand side, the symbol C in the square brackets represents the exterior infor-
mation of the domain of definition being the infinite plane. Therefore we see that the infinite
power of Rλ on C produces a boundary state on ∂C representing the integrating out of the
exterior on the plane C.
The above has a clear interpretation. The map Rλ represents, as a mapping of states on ∂C,
the operation of scaling up the domain of definition by a factor λ, thus sending further away the
domain boundary and increasing the space exterior to C. It can be seen as a renormalization-
group (RG) step on states on ∂C: Rλ tells us how the wave function of a state transforms when
integrating out a shell of finite thickness near the boundary of the region, and scaling out the
result back to the original domain (see Fig. 2). This RG step flows towards the ultra-violet fixed
point, as the boundary λN∂C, which has the meaning of an infrared cutoff, is sent to infinity
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Figure 3: Pictorial representaion of the chain of RG steps for a finite number N of dilations.
In the limit, N → ∞, integrating the shells (λi∂C, λi−1∂C) for i = N, . . . , 1, is equivalent to
integrating out the outside of C up to infinity.
while the observables in C are kept invariant; by scale invariance, this is equivalent to zooming
onto a smaller and smaller region inside the original domain C.
We therefore have an infinite chain of states on ∂C, starting with some conformal boundary
condition Φ(0) = C, and whose step is an RG transformation towards the ultraviolet (see Fig.
3):
· · · 7→ Φ(j) Rλ7→ Φ(j+1) 7→ · · · (12)
This chain converges to the state Φ∞ = Ψ∂C [C]. This is the state obtained by integrating out
everything up to infinity, thus a bulk marginal. The chain allows us to reach this marginal from
a finite domain by performing (an infinite number of) finite-scale RG transformations.
2.2 Towards the UV fixed point on lattices: blow-up and re-thermalization
The above CFT description of boundary states representing exterior data has a counterpart in
local statistical models. As an example, consider the two-dimensional Ising model. Its configura-
tion space is the set of all functions j 7→ σj from a regular planar lattice embedded into the plane
(say the triangular lattice), to the set {1,−1}. The (unnormalized) measure on a configuration
is
eβ
∑
(j,k)∈E σjσk , (13)
where E is the set of edges of the lattice (and (j,k) is the edge joining j to k). For any domain
(open set) A ⊂ C (we assume that domain boundaries do not intersect any vertex of the lattice),
we denote by σA the restriction of σ to the set of all vertices lying in A, and by σ∂A the
restriction of σ to the set of “boundary vertices” {j ∈ C \ A : ∃ k ∈ A|(j,k) ∈ E} (a boundary
vertex is a vertex outside A which is connected to at least one vertex in A). We will also use
the notation σA = (σA, σ∂A). Because of the regular, planar structure of the lattice, the set
of boundary vertices indeed stays uniformly near to the boundary ∂A for any domain (open
set) A. We also denote by EA the set of edges that have nonzero intersection with A. We may
then define the probability measure on any domain A, with boundary conditions fixing σ∂A,
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by PA(σA|σ∂A) ∝ eβ
∑
(j,k)∈EA σjσk , and the induced probability measures on subsets B ⊂ A is
PA(σB|σ∂A) =
∑
σA\B
PA(σA|σ∂A).
Let C ⊃ A be two domains, and consider the restricted probability PC(σA|σC\A): the
probability of σA given σC\A = (σC\A, σ∂C). Since the measure factorizes on the set of edges
(that is, the measure is a product of factors, one for each edge), this satisfies a “domain Markov
property”: PC(σA|σC\A) = PA(σA|σ∂A). That is, the information of σ∂A, rather than the full
σC\A, is sufficient in order to deduce the marginal on A. Then, if O is a random variable
supported on C \ A and A a random variable supported on A, the expectation of OA on the
domain C with boundary condition σ∂C can be written as
EC(OA|σ∂C) =
∑
σC
PC(σC |σ∂C)O(σC\A)A(σA)
=
∑
σC
PC(σA|σC\A)PC(σC\A|σ∂C)O(σC\A)A(σA)
=
∑
σA
A(σA)PA(σA|σ∂A)Ψ∂A[O, C](σ∂A) (14)
where
Ψ∂A[O, C](σ∂A) =
∑
σC\A\σ∂A
O(σC\A)PC(σC\A|σ∂C).
That is, E(OA) can be evaluated as an expectation on A, with boundary condition on ∂A
determined by the “wave function” Ψ∂A[O, C]. This is the lattice counterpart of (1), or of its
path-integral version (3)3.
This naturally suggests that we define the expectation with boundary condition Φ∂C (a
function of σ∂C) as
EC(A||Φ∂C) =
∑
σC
A(σC)PC(σC |σ∂C)Φ∂C(σ∂C). (15)
We then have the counterpart of (4), for any variable A lying in A,
EC(A||Φ∂C) = EC(A||Ψ∂A[Φ∂C ]) (16)
where the new wave function is
Ψ∂A[Φ∂C ](σ∂A) =
∑
σC\A|σ∂A
PC(σC\A|σ∂C)Φ∂C(σ∂C). (17)
It is clear, from this, that the projection property (5) holds.
The operation of dilation in the discrete case is ambiguous. Let λ > 1. Given a measure
for the subset of the lattice lying in A, a natural definition would be to construct a measure
for the subset of the lattice lying in λA by attributing spins σ′λA from σA as σ
′
[λj] = σj for all
j on the lattice, where [λj] represents the site on the lattice nearest to the coordinate λj. The
main problem4 is that this leaves “holes”: unattributed sites. This is a fundamental property of
3Note that in this discrete version of the path integral formulation of the boundary state, the subtlety about
SA and SC\A both depending on the boundary field becomes somewhat clearer.
4Another potential problem is that [λj] may lie outside λA, but this small perturbation of the boundary is not
important.
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discrete systems: there is more information on larger region, hence the operation of scaling by a
factor greater than one needs to be supplemented by additional information5, which affects the
definition of scaling. Certainly, all correlations of spins on the attributed sites are unambiguously
the same, up to scaling, as those of their pre-image, but other correlations depend on the choice
of filling prescription. In order not to affect large-distance behaviours, the filling prescription
σA → σ′λA should be local (σ′j determined in terms of σ[λ−1j] and few of its neighbours). Formally,
we need such a prescription only for the boundary spins, as we need to describe dilations of states.
Given a prescription that determines σ′λ∂A in terms of σ∂A (or in terms of the spins on a few-site
neighbourhood of ∂A), we define the scaled state as
(λ ·Ψ∂A[Φ])(σ′λ∂A) = Ψ∂A[Φ](σ∂A). (18)
Suppose that the measure is chosen to be critical (for instance, the inverse temperature β in
the Ising model measure (13) is taken at its critical value, which depends on the lattice chosen).
In this case, there is indeed scale invariance in the lattice model for large-distance observables:
scale invariance is a property of emerging collective behaviors. Therefore, although it is not
expected that the wave function Ψ∂A[Φ](σ∂A), as a function of the spins σ∂A, satisfy strict
scale invariance properties, the large-distance features of the function are scale invariant. In the
context of evaluating observables that do show scale-invariant properties, we expect these large-
distance features to dominate. Since the prescription σ∂A → σ′λ∂A only affects local features,
lattice scale invariance implies
Ψλ∂A[λ · Φ](σ′λ∂A) = Ψ∂A[Φ](σ∂A) + small-scale corrections. (19)
In terms of Fourier modes along ∂A, we would expect the small-scale corrections only to have
significant Fourier components at large frequencies.
The combination of (18) and (19) gives rise to (6), up to small-scale corrections. Thus,
defining the RG operation Rλ in the lattice case as in (8), the derivation (10) can be reproduced,
and we conclude that the chain (12) is a Markov chain for generating marginal configurations
of a bulk critical lattice, with microscopic modifications due to the small-scale corrections.
The numerical implementation of each iteration of the Markov chain (12) involves two steps.
1. Re-thermalization. Say the state Φ∂C is reached after N iteration. For the next iteration,
first the map Φ∂C 7→ Ψλ−1∂C [Φ∂C ] is performed, and this involves a re-thermalization
step. Indeed, this requires extracting a spin configuration on λ−1∂C, and thus requires
propagating the boundary condition from ∂C to λ−1∂C. This can be performed by ther-
malizing the model in C with boundary Φ∂C : generating a typical configuration in C with
that boundary condition, from which the spin configuration on λ−1∂C can be extracted.
The thermalizing process may be done by a multitude of available numerical algorithms,
and the details will be explained in subsection 2.3. This part of the numerical implemen-
tation is time consuming, but can be as precise as necessary, its accuracy being essentially
limited only by the small fluctuations associated to microscopic thermalization.
2. Blow-up. Second, a blow-up step is performed. This step is the implementation of
Ψλ−1∂C [Φ∂C ] → λ · Ψλ−1∂C [Φ∂C ]. This is very fast, but involves an ad-hoc prescription
5The inverse definition s′j = σ[λ−1j] does not leave holes, but it is effectively just a special prescription for
filling in the holes, not expected to be particularly good as it tends to increase correlations (creating small-scale
lumps).
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for filling-in the holes, as discussed above. Here we use the extra information gained by
thermalizing on all of C in the previous step, and implement this blow-up not only for the
boundary spins on λ−1∂C but for all spins on λ−1C. The result is a configuration on C
which has the correct boundary condition λ · Ψλ−1∂C [Φ∂C ], and which is relatively near
to the correct thermalization on the interior of C, preserving the correct large-distance
correlations. This gives an initial condition in C that accelerates the subsequent re-
thermalization step in the next iteration of the chain. The subsequent re-thermalization
step is then mostly meant to reconstruct the short distances correlations damaged by the
introduction of the holes.
Note that in the explicit implementation, we do not, at any step, reproduce the full wave
function Ψ∂C [Λ
N+1C]. Instead, after the blow-up procedure (and the filling of the holes), we have
a (approximate) candidate for a single sample in the distribution of boundary spins described
by Ψ∂C [Λ
N+1C]. However, this is a typical sample (as it is obtained by Monte Carlo), and
thus encodes a large amount of information about the full boundary distribution. In actual
implementations, we sum over many such samples in order to obtain averages, and averages are
approached relatively fast (corrections are of order 1/
√
M where M is the number of boundary
samples, with relatively small coefficients that depend on the precise quantity evaluated; we will
study such near-self-averaging effects in a future work).
It is a nontrivial matter to understand and assess the effects of the small-scale corrections
and of the prescription for filling-in the holes in the above algorithm. We discuss these aspects
in subsection 2.5.
2.3 Implementation
In this section, we present our proposal for a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler implementing
the functionRλ[·] introduced above in the specific case of the lattice Ising model. For definiteness,
we choose the triangular lattice, and the sublattice C is rectangular shaped, of size (h, v). We
note that we have also implementated the algorithm and performed verifications on the square
lattice.
Our procedure is the following:
• At the starting point the system has all spins pointing up.
• We treat the finite lattice as a torus and apply periodic boundary Wolff cluster flips [16].
With no external magnetic field the unique coupling is the parameter β in (13), which is
taken to be the infinite-volume critical value, here equal to
β = βtriangular Isingc =
1
2
arcsinh(
1√
3
) ∼ 0.274653072 . . . (20)
Our simulation uses a value close enough to have a correlation length ξ  L. This step
is meant to bring the lattice close to the critical bulk with relatively little computational
effort.
• We then start a cycle by applying a dilation procedure. The “discrete” dilations will
expand a central fraction of the lattice to the whole lattice. For a dilation by a factor λ,
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Figure 4: From left to right, we apply a dilation of parameter λ = 54 between a) and b). The question
marks in b) are the holes left behind, and c) is the end result after applying the assignation procedure
described in the text. The holes have been filled by a heat-bath weighted random assignation, using the
information of the neighbour spins of each hole. In the cases where holes are neighbours, the heat bath
excludes the edges joining two holes. This is a temporary modification of the lattice Hamiltonian. For
holes on the inside, the effect is expected and checked to be harmless: they are dynamical with respect to
the lattice flips of the re-thermalization step. For the holes on the border, the heat-bath assignment is in
any case approximative, as it misses the forgotten spins beyond the boundary. This induces a departure
in the energy density 〈H〉 whose profile and dependence on λ is studied in subsection 2.5
the spin assigned to the site of coordinates j = (j1, j2) will be the value of the previous
spin at location:
bh
2
+
1
λ
(
j1 − h
2
)
+ δc , bv
2
+
1
λ
(
j2 − v
2
)
+ δc (21)
with bxc the floor function, and where δ ∈ (0, 1) is a uniformly distributed random param-
eter fixed for a given dilation (see the motivation in the caption of Fig. 5). Graphically
and at the microscopic level, the operation looks like Fig. 4. On much larger lattices, this
discrete dilation is illustrated by Fig. 5. In the continuous limit this (discrete) operation
converges naturally to the dilation we are familiar with in CFT.
On a discrete domain there is always more information on C than on λ−1C and some spins
may share the same pre-image (21). We insist on not adding spurious information, and
impose a one-to-one rule: only one of them, picked at random after prioritizing boundary
spins, will inherit the spin value localized at (21). Obviously this step will leave holes or
unassigned spins. In order to fill-in the holes, we apply a heat-bath assignation: holes
are filled-in according to the Ising measure induced by their neighbouring spins. This
prescription is meant to restore the first neighbour correlations close to the average bulk
value, see Fig. 4 for a step by step graphical explanation and some additional details.
• The second step of the cycle is a re-thermalization. As the system is not precisely at
criticality (which is impossible on a discrete lattice), the above dilation, which can be seen
as an RG transformation towards the UV, took it further away. In the re-thermalization,
we thus apply Monte Carlo evolution steps with the aim to bring the sample closer to
criticality. This re-thermalization propagates the information contained in the new, dilated
boundary condition towards the inside of the lattice. Our choice of evolution algorithm here
is that of fixed-boundary Swendsen-Wang (SW) flips, see Appendix A for implementation
details and motivations.
• Finally, we repeat the last two steps for as long as desired. As we show in the next
subsection, three cycles seem to be enough to generate the correct bulk spin correlations.
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Figure 5: A similar chronology as in Figure 4. From the first to the second graph we apply a λ = 1.1
dilation on a 512x512 lattice. The second graph shows the patterned distribution of the holes: they
are distributed along a noisy square mesh, the noise coming from the random pick of a target spin
when sharing its antecedent. The presence of these patterns motivated us to introduce the random δ
parameter: for different values of this parameter the mesh of holes will be slightly displaced horizontally
and vertically, this way uniformizing the distribution of holes on the boundary when averaging over Ψλ·C
and restoring an “average translation invariance”.
We note that criticality of the initial configuration, obtained at the second point in the
above procedure, is not essential for the procedure to work. Indeed, if, before the λ-dilation, the
sublattice exhibited long-distance correlations up to distances of order ξi, these correlations are
stretched by the blow-up steps up to orders ξi+1 ∼ λ ξi (and, as mentioned, the re-thermalization
steps are meant to recover the correct short-distance correlations lost by the introduction of
holes). From a massive QFT point of view, after a large number of iterations, the mass gap
m ∼ ξ−1 has been closed. Indeed, the philosophy of the proposed Markov chain is to aim at
scaling down or reducing any energy scale, such as the mass gap m or the inverse effective
length scale of the whole system, in order to reach a region where the theory exhibits full
scale invariance. It has been proven that in two dimensions scale invariance gets promoted
to conformal invariance [19, 20]. In the next section, after introducing local field observables,
numerical checks of the conformal invariance of the sample will be presented.
2.4 Quality of bulk correlations
As a measure of the quality of the sublattice marginal, we propose a quantity which addresses
the question as to if bulk correlations have been established. Consider the statistics of the
product σiσj for positions i and j in some central subdomain of the sublattice. In any sublattice
marginal of an infinite system, this statistics will generate, at large enough distances, an exact
power-law correlation. The spin-spin correlator 〈σiσj 〉 in the planar Ising model at criticality is
well known to display the power law profile
〈σiσj 〉 ∝ 1|i− j| 14
(22)
at large enough |i− j|. We may then do a least-square linear fit of the set of points obtained by
plotting log(〈σiσj 〉) with respect to log(|i− j|). Two important data emerge: the fitted power p,
and the least-square uncertainty χ2. The quality of the power law is measured by the smallness
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of χ2. Contributions to χ2 include both statistical noise, as well as spurious correlations leading
to systematic departures from a power law. Suprious correlations may be either of universal
nature, such as those induced by a conformal boundary or a periodic boundary condition, or non-
universal, such as microscopic effects. For the spin variable σi, microscopic effects are minimal,
and the large number of samples mean that statistical noise is also small. Hence we propose the
quantity
Q = − logχ2
as a simple measure of the quality of the bulk-marginal universal correlations. A high number
represents a good quality. See Fig. 6 for the numerical results on the value Q. The increase
in quality shows a decrease of power-law fitting uncertainty by a factor of about 10. After
three cycles, an optimal quality seems to have been reached. Comparison with the periodic-
boundary case indicates that indeed χ2 is dominated by universal correlations, and not by noise
or microscopic effects.
More precise step-by-step numerical results can be visualized in Fig. 7, where the power of
the power law and fitting uncertainty are displayed along the timeline. The power measured for
the torus indicates a slower decay of correlations on the torus (it is clear that the torus has an
excess of correlations over larger distances, coming from information going around it), but after
three cycles it agrees very well with the expected bulk value. We observe that each dilation
shows an abrupt jump in the direction of a lack of correlations, as the holes introduced are at
best correlated to only first neighbours and thus noisy from a longer distance point of view.
Two remarks are in order. First, although the power law behaviour (22) of the correlations
is expected to be true for large separations |i− j|, while the short distance behaviour would be
predicted to be dominated by microscopic effects, we will see later that the spin operator - the
most local operator on the lattice - shows essentially no microscopic effects in its correlation.
This justifies why we measure its correlations starting at distance 1. Second, we are restricting
ourselves to observations on the center of the sublattice. As we will see later and as we have
argued above, the borders show some departure from the bulk expectations, which we will
attempt to characterize.
As a second check of the quality of the bulk configurations obtained, we consider the average
〈H〉 of the energy density, defined as:
H = − β
N
∑
(i,j)∈E
σiσj
where N is the number of lattice sites. To the best of our knowledge, the expected value of
H is not known in the bulk planar triangular lattice. We may obtain an approximate value by
measuring it on the torus and extrapolating (〈H〉L×L torus − 〈H〉bulk ∝ 1L), giving us:
〈H〉bulk ≈ −0.54936 (4) (23)
The numerical results are displayed in Fig. 8. We clearly see, again, that the dilation induces
a jump in the value of the energy density: even though we are using a heat-bath assignation
method, there are holes that happen to be next to each other (recall that here λ = 2 so that at
least 34 of the sites post dilations are unassigned). The jump happens in the upward direction,
because of the decrease of 〈σiσi+1〉 (here 1 represents any vector pointing to a nearest neighbour),
which is a loss in next-neighbour correlations. Despite that jump, the evolution very quickly
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Figure 6: The quality Q as a function of the number of dilation-re-thermalization cycles, starting with
a critical distribution on the torus. We choose a sublattice of size 512x512 and a dilation parameter
λ = 2. We fit the spin-spin correlation 〈σiσj 〉 for every i in the central 300x300 domain, and j running
in neighbours up to a distance of 50. 300 SW lattice flips are performed for every re-thermalization step,
while 400 Wolff cluster flips are performed with the initial periodic boundary conditions. The correlations
are obtained by averaging over the results of the SW lattice flips, omitting the first 75 flips, which are
necessary in order to re-establish short-range correlations after dilations. The quality of the fit shows a
significant increase during the first three dilations after which it seems to have reach its final-thermalized
value. The value of Q for a power law fit of the same correlation on a torus of the same size has been
added as a comparison reference. It is obvious that the quality, e.g. the bulkiness, of the correlations
in our chain is superior by two orders of magnitude to what can be reached by using periodic boundary
conditions.
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Figure 7: Fitted power-law and fit uncertainty for 6 dilation-re-thermalization cycles. The procedure
is as in Fig. 6, and here the x axis is the full timeline for this procedure, by steps of 15 Wolff cluster
flips or SW flips. The fit data is extracted from the set of values of log(σiσj) with respect to log |i − j|
for every configuration (not averaged over configurations). On the y-axis two set of data are displayed:
we are superposing the graphs of the fitted value of the scaling exponent (blue dotted line) and of the
uncertainty of the fit (red line). The orange horizontal line is the exponent expected in the bulk. In
this graph, points lying above this line imply a slower decay of the correlations and thus lattices with an
excess of spin correlations while points below it point to a lack of correlations.
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Figure 8: Monitoring 〈H〉 evolution along the chain. Along the x-axis is the timeline of the evolution
history we described as in Fig. 7. Before the red dashed vertical line are the torus Wolff steps. As we
see, and as is well known, the value converges to a constant departed from the bulk (orange horizontal
line). After the red vertical line, the cycle of dilations and lattice flips starts.
stabilizes, and after three dilations we can already see a convergence to a thermalized value of
〈H〉 sitting on the critical value (23).
It is interesting to remark here that in both spin-spin correlations and energy density average,
the thermalization seems to happen passed the third dilation-re-thermalization step: as if first
neighbour (H) and further neighbours (σiσj) thermalize almost simultaneously. Both sets of data
show how dilations and lattice flips work hand in hand in the algorithm in order to wash away
the initial boundary information and to bring the sublattice distribution closer to a marginal of
the planar Ising model.
We have not observed any significant autocorrelations between realizations separated by a
single dilation-re-thermalization cycle. This indicates some effectiveness of the Markov chain
at sampling the indenpendent bulk marginals; although autocorrelations are likely to appear as
λ→ 1.
Different runs were also made for other values of λ ∈ (109 , 2). The observed convergence is
qualitatively unchanged, up to the general rule that the number of dilations needed to achieve
mixing to a bulk marginal increases as lambda decreases (no trivial formula seems to describe
this relation).
The same Markov chain has been implemented on a square Ising lattice at its critical coupling.
The results on the monitoring of the convergence to a bulk marginal are very similar. This
indicates that, correctly implemented, the map Rλ[·] is a universal method to sample finite
domains of a critical lattice system.
Finally, we remark that many “arbitrary” choices were made in our implementation of the
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Markov chain, including that of the starting point, of the hole-filling prescription and of the
evolution algorithm. These choices are the result of many trials and errors and were motivated
by the criteria of computational speed and quality of sampling.
2.5 Remnant boundary effects
Figure 9: Distribution of holes - marked as red
points - near the border of the triangular lat-
tice. In the local heat-bath prescription, some
bonds - marked by dotted lines - in the measure
exp[β
∑
(i,j)∈E Jijσiσj] are missing, Jij = 0.
Residual effects from holes being assigned on the
boundary cannot be fully corrected by any pre-
scription or re-thermalization. There are thus rem-
nant boundary effects, which it is important to at-
tempt to characterize.
Conformal boundaries (infinite magnetic field
or infinite temperature applied on the boundary
spins) or periodic boundaries are known to induce
a departure of the average energy density, decay-
ing as a power law (with decay exponent 1) in the
distance to the nearest boundary or as a power law
in the lattice size respectively. Our data shows a
behaviour similar to these “canonical setups” with
the boundary condition RNλ [C] (after the N
th step)
inducing a power law on the expectation value of
the lattice operator
εi =
∑
j : 〈i,j〉∈E
σiσj +
2
βc
〈H〉.
It is detailed in (24) as the fluctutation of the lat-
tice energy operator, which renormalizes into the
energy operator φ1,3 from the Ising Kac table. On a planar lattice we would expect 〈εi〉 = 0.
Numerically, see Fig. 10, we observe that this induces an expectation value on the lattice
energy fluctuation field 〈εi〉 6= 0. This is expected to be a consequence of the unthermalized spins
on the boundary (the number of which is proportional to the dilation parameter λ). Indeed,
recall that the blow-up procedure included a prescription for holes left within the region C
(after blow-up from λ−1C). The prescription used is to locally thermalize using the information
of the assigned neighbours. Links to unassigned neighbours (holes) are effectively set to 0.
Holes are thus assigned random locally-thermalized values, but with a modified Hamiltonian,
corresponding to the introduction of link defects (see Fig. 9). In the interior of C, this is of little
consequence because the re-thermalization step guarantees that short-distance correlations are
correctly re-constructed and these defects are washed away. However, at the boundary, these
defects remain. Since interior re-thermalization is performed with fixed boundaries, these defects
are expected to have an effect on interior distribution.
The profile we measure for this expectation value is a decaying power law in the distance
to the closest border. Interestingly, the decay exponent seems to be dependent on the latest
dilation parameter, and to take a continuum of values. For the values of λ taken, the exponent
always lies between 1 and 2. Since it is larger than 1, the boundary effects are smaller than
those coming from a conformal boundary condition. The decay exponent increases, and the
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Figure 10: The departure of the average energy density as a function of the distance to the closest
boundary (log scaled x-axis) for different dilation factors λ. The power law decay is apparent on this
graph and exponent fits were performed in the range bounded by the two dotted yellow vertical lines. Very
interestingly, not just the offset of the departure is dependent on the fraction of holes on the boundary
– the last dilation parameter λ – but the fitted exponent as well. For each value of λ, we fit an exponent
∆ which lies in a range from 1 to 2. At the critical temperature these boundary effects are carried away
with infinite range, thus over the whole lattice. The red line was added to show the average departure
δε =
∣∣〈εtorusLxL 〉+ 2βc 〈H〉∣∣ ∝ L−1 found on a same-size torus. This tells us that the boundary effect, although
carried over an infinite range, is, in magnitude, insignificant in comparison to the effect on the torus, as
soon as observation is made more than 20 lattice units away from the border and with dilation factors
λ ≤ 2.
amplitude decreases, as λ is brought nearer to 1, and these effects can be made to be very small
at distances greater than about 20 sites from the boundary.
It has been observed in different setups [21, 22, 23] that the critical Ising model with a
line of defects shows a continuous spectrum of perturbations depending on the defect strength.
This defect strength can be a departure from the critical coupling such as in [21]. In this light,
it is tempting to identify our observations with this phenomenon: the line of defects can be
interpreted as the sublattice boundary and the density of cut bond as a defect strength, an
effective departure from the critical coupling.
We also provide in Appendix B a basic CFT analysis of the effects of the lattice on the
Markov chain. This analysis is expected to give only a maximal value for the decay exponent of
the boundary effect, predicted there to be 2 (in agreement with the observed values, all lesser
than 2).
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3 Numerical verifications
3.1 Fractal dimensions of the loops
At criticality, the system is scale invariant and it is known that the clusters of equal spins and
their boundaries form fractal sets [24]. The values of the fractal dimensions are well known from
Coulomb Gas techniques or more recently derived from SLE arguments [25]. The possibility
of measuring the effective fractal dimension of the loops’ boundaries and of the domains lying
between the loops offer a good way of verifying that the samples produced from the proposed
Markov Chain are indeed critical Ising samples. We emphasize that these are effective fractal
dimensions, as objects defined on a finite lattice cannot be rigorously fractal; nevertheless they
still very nearly exhibit, for instance, fractional scaling behaviours.
The sample used for the estimations below were taken in a pool of size ∼ 60 000 sublattices
of size 512x512. Each was generated by the Markov chain detailed in section 2, stored after each
completion of the re-thermalization steps. The dilation parameter used along the chain was
λ = 54 . The two fractal dimensions – of the cluster boundaries and of the clusters themselves –
were checked independently employing two different methods.
Box counting
N
Figure 11: Illustration of the box counting
method applied to a fraction of a large loop. The
number of intersections of the loop with the mesh
scales with the mesh size ε as a power law with
the (opposite) fractal dimension as exponent. If we
add to the count the grey boxes inside the loop (ex-
cluding domains inside possible inner loops), the
scaling of this quantity will give the “mass” expo-
nent of the cluster.
Box counting is an effective method for comput-
ing the fractal dimensions of any object by mea-
suring the scaling exponent of the number of its
intersections with a mesh of varying size. For
sufficiently small meshes, it is expected the the
number of intersections scale as N(ε) ∝ ε−df ,
where ε is the mesh size and df the fractal di-
mension of the geometric object (see Fig. 11).
In the sampled sublattices, looking only at the
loops with diameter (defined as the maximum
distance between two polygon edges) greater or
equal to 40 lattice units, we find the average
value of the fitted exponents to be 1.375± 0.05.
It is known from SLEκ that the fractal dimen-
sion of Ising is given by min(1 + κ8 , 2) with
κIsing = 3. Our estimation is well centered on
the theoretically known value although with a
quite large uncertainty.
By the same algorithm, we estimate the
fractal dimension of the cluster domains to be
1.95 ± 0.02, to be compared with the theoreti-
cally predicted value: 18796 = 1.948 . . . . Here we
selected clusters whose exterior bounding loop is of diameter at least 30. Again, our estimation
suffers from a relatively large fit uncertainty. The culprit seems to be in the fact that box count-
ing method offers a rather poor power-law aspect, with important statistical deviations due to
the finiteness of the mesh size.
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Bulk finite-size scaling
The same exponents have long been evaluated on the torus by the use of finite-size scaling. This
is based on the assumption that the mean loop-length and cluster-mass of the longest loop or
heaviest cluster, respectively, scales as a power law in the periodic lattice size L, with exponent
the associated fractal dimension, at least at leading order [26].
Focussing on the fractal dimension of the length of loops, on a torus of size LxL, we have
the following:
〈max
L
length(L )〉LxL ∼ Ldf + sub-leading terms
where max runs over the set of closed loops L in each toroidal lattice.
To our knowledge no similar estimator is known inside the bulk. By scale invariance argu-
ments, we should expect that an estimator looking for the longest loops on a finite LxL sublattice
of the infinite planar lattice should display the same power law at leading order, as the fractal
dimension is not dependent on the boundary conditions. However, as we measure only the loops
entirely inside the subsection, for small values of L, the impact of excluding the loops touching
the borders becomes significant. Our estimation for L ∈ [100, 1000] was unsatisfying. To counter
this issue, we decided to refine the estimator by introducing an arbitrary parameter α > 1. The
recipe is the following: in order to avoid the small boundary effects of the bulk marginal, we cut
a subsection S inside a larger bulk marginal of size LxL. The subsection S is of size αL′xαL′
for αL′ < L and α > 1, and in it, we run over all L′xL′ boxes. The estimator will look at the
longest loop fitting in the running L′xL′ box inside S. For a fixed value of α, we vary L′ and
expect to have an average maximal length scaling as (L′)df .
This new estimator, named M(L′, α), should factorize into functions of L′ and α separately.
Indeed, under a scale transformation L′ → bL′, α→ α, we should have:
M(bL′, α) = bdfM(L′, α), ∀b > 0
constraining:
M(L′, α) = L′dfM(1, α).
The evaluation of this new estimator for the length and mass exponents – on the same
samples on which we ran the box counting estimation – using a value α = 5 gives Fig. 12.
Just as for estimations using box counting, we find agreement with the theoretically known
value for the fractal dimension of the boundaries, the progress is in the reduction of its uncer-
tainty by one order of magnitude. Regarding the mass exponent, we find here better agreement
with a fitted value of 1.9476 ± 0.0029. This is a significant improvement from the box count-
ing estimation, and, to our appreciation, sufficient on its own to convince of the relevance of
adapting finite-size scaling estimators to bulk subsections. Here as well, we gained an order of
magnitude on the precision. It is interesting to stress that this implementation of finite-size
scaling in the bulk seems to be matching the precision magnitude of finite-size scaling on the
torus [26].
These results on their own they are not enough proof that our samples have features close to
those expected in the bulk, as fractal dimensions are not expected to be affected by conformal
boundaries. They are only verifications that the samples are very close to the critical point. The
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Figure 12: Log-log plot of the average maximum length/mass of a cluster (y axis) fitting in square
domain L′xL′ (x axis) and their fit. The power law behaviour is indisputable. Uncertainties were added
but smaller than the points width.
next subsections provide in-depth numerical analyses of proper bulk properties: bulk correlation
functions.
3.2 Two- and three-point functions of spin and energy fields
As emphasized in subsection 2.4, two-point functions are good indicators of how close to critical
Ising bulk marginals the MCMC sampler gets. Here we look closer at the correlations over larger
distances.
Recall that CFT scaling fields have two-point functions of the general form
〈O(z1)O(z2) 〉 = e
−2iσOθz1z2
|z12|2∆O
where σO is the spin of the field and ∆O its scaling dimension (here z12 = z1 − z2 and θz1z2 =
arg(z1 − z2)).
First consider the spin variable σi. This scales to a CFT primary field σ(z) as
σi ∼ Nσa∆σσ(z) (a→ 0, z = ai fixed).
The results for the absolute value of its two-point function are displayed in Fig. 13. This
was obtained with up to 200 lattice spacings in every possible direction, and averaging over
approximately 20 000 samples of size 512x512, taken after the re-thermalization steps (after
having achieved complete mixing) and separated by at least one dilation. Excellent agreement is
found with a power law behaviour, and one can see that the results are much nearer, especially
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Figure 13: Spin two-point correlations Torus vs Bulk Marginal MC: the red line corresponds to the
results from the MCMC sampler. Both axes are log scaled. We added an estimation of the correlator on
the torus for the same size (blue), as well the predicted value on the bulk (grey). It is clear that the results
of the Markov chain sit closer to the infinite-volume analytical result, a small departure in the direction
of a lack of correlations appears over larger distances. This is supported by the fitted scaling exponent
on this graph: 2∆σ = 0.24996 (2). Recall from subsection 2.4 that the ratio of the χ
2 between the bulk
and the torus fit is 0.019, meaning that our correlation exhibit a power law behaviour significantly more
manifest, as this graph supports. We assume the lack of correlations appearing in the far right of the tail
to be induced by the same boundary effects affecting the expectation value of the energy density operator
we described in subsection 2.5.
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at large distances, to those expected for bulk marginals than equivalent results numerically
evaluated in a torus geometry.
We also verified bulk rotation invariance. The spin variable is spinless, sσ = 0, by definition
(more precisely, it is invariant under the Z6 lattice rotation symmetry group; of course this
is expected to be promoted to full SO(2) rotation invariance in CFT). However, discrepancies
from bulk marginals may result in residual boundary effects from the square-shaped boundary.
We estimated such effects by fitting the angular dependence of the correlator onto a cosinus
function in order to estimate an effective sσ. We looked at the correlator in three different
directions θij ∈ {0,±pi3 } (which are related by lattice rotations), followed by a reweighting of the
initial data as to suppress the dependence on the distance |z12|2∆σ . The fit gave the estimate
sσ = 4.10
−13 ± 2.10−5, in good agreement with a theoretical value of 0.
The energy density operator may be defined by:
εi =
∑
j∈N (i)
σiσj +
2
βc
〈H〉 (24)
where N (i) := {j : (i, j) ∈ E}, that is, the sum runs over the positions j that are neighbours of
the site i. The second term aims at suppressing the non-universal expectation value − 2βc 〈H〉 =
3.99938 (9) of the first term6, so it behaves as a CFT primary operator ε(z) at large distances,
εi ∼ Nεa∆εε(z) (a→ 0, z = ai fixed).
The energy field has spin 0 and scaling dimension 1. We analyzed the two-point function
with data collected over the same samples as those discussed above. We restricted to separations
smaller or equal to 50 lattice units as beyond these, the noise was becoming dominant (it seems
that the variance on the energy correlations is stronger than on the lattice spin correlations).
We also excluded from the fitted data all distances smaller than 6, as they seemed to suffer from
some microscopic effects. Our fit gives a scaling weight of ∆ε = 1.0028 (4), falling satisfactory
close to the theoretical value of ∆CFTε = 1. See Fig. 14. We also repeated the three-directional
fit we had done for the lattice spin variable, and could fit an effective spin for the energy density
to a value of 7.10−4 ± 3.10−2; once again in good agreement with a theoretical value of 0.
From the power-law fits, the non-universal normalization factors Nσ and Nε are evaluated
to:
Nσ = 0.8166 (4) (25)
Nε = 1.927 (2). (26)
This allows us to estimate a first “dynamical” element of the CFT data (quantities that are not
directly constrained by behaviours under global conformal symmetry): the structure constant
Cσσε.
We evaluated the 〈εiσjσk〉 correlator in the limit where the position j of the first spin variable
is close to the position i of the energy variable. A result of an operator product expansion in
CFT is:
〈 εiσjσk 〉 0|i−j||j−k|∼ Cσσε|x− y| |y − z| 14
a
5
4 N2σNε
6The authors have not found a reference for this value in the literature on the Ising model, but are suspecting
an exact value equal to 4.
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Figure 14: Energy density two-point function: the energy-energy correlator in a log-log plot. This
excludes the smallest separations – which showed a small excess of correlation – and the power law
behaviour is clear. We substracted the disconnected part H2, in order to have an operator with vanishing
expectation.
with x = ai, y = aj and z = ak fixed and where a→ 0 is the lattice spacing.
Looking at this observable on horizontal directions in 512x512 lattices for |i−j| < 50 < |j−k|,
excluding distances under 30 lattice units from the boundaries in every direction, and running
over 5 000 lattice samples, gives the output displayed in Fig. 15. There, the ratio with the two-
point spin correlator has been taken, thus taking away the factor |y − z|− 14a 14N2σ . The power
law behaviour is obvious in this log-log plot, from the shortest distance (that is, it seems the
requirement 0 |i− j| is satisfied even at distances |i− j| = 1) and even up to large distances.
Fitting on a power law gives a scaling weight of 1.008 (1), for the remaining power of |x− y|−1,
once again in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical value.
The fit of the offset CσσεNε, with the previous estimations of Nε, allows us a numerical
estimation of the structure constant Cσσε = 0.498 (3), in good agreement with the theoretically
known value of 12 (see e.g. [2]).
This coefficient had already been derived numerically in a Monte Carlo estimation [27],
though using a different method with free boundaries and a size-dependent coupling tuned to
exhibit scale invariant correlations. To our knowledge, our estimation is the first to be directly
in bulk marginals, and brings one additional order of magnitude in precision to the numerical
check.
Another interesting element of the CFT data is the three-point energy field coefficient Cεεε.
This vanishes because ε is odd under the duality operation of the Ising model swapping the spin
and disorder fields. This duality maps the high-temperature expansion of the partition function
to the low-temperature expansion. The critical point βc is self-dual, thus giving rise to an extra
Z2 symmetry that is not apparent in the Ising measure or the MCMC sampler. This duality is
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Figure 15: Log-log plot of the ratio 〈εiσjσk〉〈σjσk〉 versus |i− j| for |j− k|  |j− k|.
broken by the initial state of the Markov chain, and thus needs to be built by its mixing. We
also note that the variable εi transforms multiplicatively under duality only after appropriate
shifting by the non-universal expectation value H (24), again pointing to the nontriviality of
this extra Z2 symmetry. The check consists of a fit of the lattice energy density three point
function on: 〈
εi εj εk
〉 ∼ Cεεε|x− y||y − z||z − x| a3N3ε
(again with x = ai, y = aj and z = ak), and using insertions with distances in a range from 7
to 40. This gives us the following numerical estimation:
Cεεε = −0.0105 (2).
Fitting a vanishing coefficient with more precision is a real challenge as it is dominated by noise.
Here, our best effort gives us an estimation quite supportive of the duality invariance constraint.
3.3 The holomorphic stress-energy tensor and the conformal Ward identities
One of the most fundamental fields in CFT is the holomorphic stress-energy tensor (see e.g. [2]).
Its existence indicates the presence of local conformal invariance: the fact that Ising measures
defined on conformally equivalent domains (not necessarily simply connected), when conformally
transported, give rise to the same scaling limits (see [1, 2] for a field-theoretic explanation of
this relation, and [3, 4, 28] for a conformal-loop-ensemble demonstration).
The main property of the stress-energy tensor is that it has dimension and spin ∆T = sT = 2.
It is in fact the leading coefficient with spin 2 in short-distance expansions of generic observables
in CFT. For instance, the spin-spin operator product expansion, in the identity operator channel,
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gives [2]:
σ(x)σ(0) =
1
|x| 14
(
I + x2
∆σ
c
T (0) +O(x3)),
which can be inverted by means of a Fourier transform:
T (0) =
c
∆σ
lim
r→0
1
2pi
∫
dθ e−2iθ r−
7
4 σ(reiθ)σ(0). (27)
One can also argue that the holomorphic stress-energy tensor should be expected to be repro-
duced by the most local spin-2 lattice variable.
In order to define the stress-energy tensor on a triangular lattice, we may thus extend the
definition used in [29] from square to triangular lattices:
Ti =
∑
j∈N (i)
e−2iθijσiσj. (28)
Note that here (and contrary to the square lattice case) the variable Ti takes complex values.
Up to a normalization, this definition generalizes (27) to the lattice, as the integral of θ
becomes a sum over the symmetry directions. Since, as we saw, the spin-spin correlator exhibits
a CFT behaviour already from a distance of 1, it indeed appears to be sufficient to take a sum
over first neighbours in order to implement (27) on the lattice.
A more refined definition might be obtained by using instead the next-to-nearest, or farther,
neighbours. The price would be to losing locality, and thus increasing microscopic effects and
requiring larger distances in correlation functions in order to reproduce CFT behaviours. How-
ever, clearly definition (28) has spin 2 under the lattice rotation symmetry group, and it is the
most local spin-2 variable that can be constructed. Independently from its relation with the CFT
formula, this definition may therefore be expected to reproduce the holomorphic stress-energy
tensor. As we see below, this is indeed the case.
The relation with the CFT holomorphic stress-energy tensor T (z) is then expected to be
Ti ∼ NTa2T (z) (a→ 0, z = ai fixed). (29)
We repeated the estimation for the power law ∆T of the absolute value of the two-point
correlator |〈TiTj〉|. This numerical estimation was significantly more challenging than in the
cases of the spin or energy variables, since its correlations decay much faster with distance (as
|z|−4), the signal being rapidly dominated by noise. We had to extend to approximately 670
000 uncorrelated lattice samples. On these, we looked in a restricted subdomain excluding 30
lattice sites from the boundaries, and used operator insertions along three different directions
θij ∈ {±pi3 , 0}. This choice was motivated by computational efficiency. See Fig. 16.
We clearly see a ‘bump’ above the fitted power law behaviour, very strong at distance 2
(note that Ti and Ti+2 overlap by sharing a lattice spin) and disappearing for distances larger
than 7. Because of the difficulty we had in fitting this data on a power law, we decided to add a
prescription in the fit and only include the set of points inducing the smallest uncertainty on the
fitted exponent value, or in other words the distances for which the power law behaviour was
the most manifest. This gave us points at distances 8, 11 and 12; for a fitted exponent value of
∆T = 1.998± 0.009. This is in satisfying agreement to the CFT value.
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Figure 16: Absolute value of the lattice stress-energy tensor two-point correlator. We see three
different ranges:
• At short distances - separations less than 6 - the signal seems to suffer from an excess of correlations.
We attribute this to microscopic effects. This range of microscopic effects is similar to that found
in the energy correlator 〈εiεj〉.
• We see a good power law profile up to distances ≈ 15, where we fitted the exponent and the offset
using the subset of points minimizing the χ2 of the fit of the power law.
• Beyond that, the signal has already decayed and becomes dominated by the noise.
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We also repeated the estimation of the spin σT . Instead of looking at directions {±pi3 , 0},
we decided to perform this consistency check by looking at its correlation to its neighbours in
the directions {±pi6 , pi2 } - including neighbours with distance up to 11. Splitting the real and
imaginary part and fitting them on a cosinus and sinus respectively gave us the numerical spin
value of 2.0011 (5), in good agreement with the CFT expectation.
3.4 “Numerical” central charge
Although not identifying it uniquely, the central charge is a key characteristic of a CFT model:
for instance, its monotonic behaviour under RG flows has clear physical interpretations, and
its involvement in the Virasoro Algebra encodes how descendant operators transform under
conformal mappings. However, numerically, it is harder to unravel as it is not a direct observable.
Different methods for computing it have been used in the past: for instance, putting the
theory on a cylinder and looking at the scaling behaviour of the free energy, or, more recently,
using the twist operator in order to construct conical singularities (related to the entanglement
Re´nyi entropy).
Here, we derive it in bulk marginals simply by continuing our study of correlation functions.
It is known from CFT that the stress-energy tensor has the following two point correlator:
〈 T (x)T (y) 〉 = c
2
1
(x− y)4 .
In order to use this formula, we must numerically estimate the normalization constant NT in
(29). We therefore first look at the stress-energy tensor insertion within a two-spin correlator,
which by Ward identities must obey:
〈 T (x)σ(y)σ(z) 〉 = hσ
|y − z| 14
(y − z)2
(x− y)2(x− z)2
where hσ =
1
16 is the scaling weight of the holomorphic part of the spin operator.
In order to evaluate 〈Ti σj σk〉, we assumed invariance under translations and restricted
ourselves to horizontal insertions (for simplicity, and thus only keeping a dependence on two
distances). The lattice stress-energy tensor is inserted in-between the spins with a maximal
separation of 45 lattice units to each of them. The insertions were also constrained to a minimal
distance to the borders of 40 so as to avoid boundary induced departures from the bulk marginal.
The estimation ran on 3 000 samples of size 512x512. See Fig. 17.
The proportionality between the two graphs is apparent (as well as the overall lack of noise
in retrieving this pure CFT result). We decided to fit the coefficient N2σNT by optimization,
looking at the minimum of:
∑
j,k
(〈
Ti σjσk
〉− a 94 N2σNT 〈T (x)σ(y)σ(z)〉)2
with, again, x = ai, y = aj and z = ak. The sum is restricted to points with
〈
Ti σjσk
〉
> 0.0015,
thus excluding points more sensitive to noise, and also leaving out distances between insertions
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Figure 17: This 3d plot of 〈Tiσjσk〉 |j−k|− 74 versus |i− j| and |i−k| offers a graphical estimation of the
superposition to a4NTN2σ 〈T (x)σ(y)σ(z)〉 |y−z|−
7
4 for NTN
2
σ = 1.29. Points are kept on a horizontal line,
avoiding angular dependences. The agreement of our collected data points to the theoretical expectation
appears to be quite good, especially in the region of separations |i− j|, |i− k| ≥ 11.
closer than 3 lattice units, as they are too sensitive to the microscopy. The above quantity has
a paraboloid aspect (see Fig. 18) and shows a clear minimum at
N2σNT = 1.29 (1). (30)
Using (25), this gives NT = 1.93 (1).
We may now evaluate the central charge by estimating the amplitude of the power law
〈Ti Tj〉 ∼ c2N2T (i − j)−4. In order to obtain the most precise fit of the corresponding offset
in a log-log fit, we decided to run the calculation of the correlator from scratch on a set of
approximatively 500 000 samples, excluding as far as 50 lattice units from the boundaries and
looking at distances between insertions of 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The fit of the offset gives us
c
2
N2T = 0.920± 0.006 (31)
(fitting between distances 4.72 and 8, for which the goodness of the fit is optimal). Using (25)
and (30), we get the following numerical estimation for the central charge:
cnumerical = 0.493± 0.008.
This estimate is not directly centered on the theoretically expected value cIsing = 0.5, but
is within one standard deviation. To our knowledge, at least one comparable numerical study
shows a slightly more precise estimation of the quantity [29], by using a finite size scaling method
on the torus.
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Figure 18: Plotting f(NT ) =
∑
j,k
(〈
Ti σjσk
〉− a 94NTN2σ 〈T (x)σ(y)σ(z)〉)2. The clear parabola profile
offers a global minima at NTN
2
σ = 1.29(1) using BFGS numerical minimization method. Using our
previous numerical estimation of Nσ, we derive NT = 1.93 (1).
3.5 Four-point functions
The quantities that encode most of the information of a CFT model are the four-point correlation
functions. The lattice spin four-point function is known from CFT[1] to have the following
analytical form, solution of the corresponding second order differential ‘null state’ equation
specific to the minimal model describing the critical Ising model:〈
σ(z1)σ(z2)σ(z3)σ(z4)
〉
=
1∣∣z12z13z14z23z24z34∣∣ 112 Fσσσσ(η, η¯)
where zij = zi − zj , η = z12z34z13z24 , and the “dynamical factor” is:
Fσσσσ(η, η¯) =
1
2
∣∣η(1− η)∣∣− 16 (∣∣1−√1− η∣∣+ ∣∣1 +√1− η∣∣).
This “signal” does not decrease as quickly as the energy or stress-energy correlators but
the challenge appearing here is the large freedom in which we can make our insertions. Our
first numerical estimation was carried in the limit where two pairs of close insertions are well
separated, here |z12|, |z34|  |z14|, |z23|, . . .. The four point function simplifies to:〈
σ(z1)σ(z2)σ(z3)σ(z4)
〉 ≈ 1
|z12|∆1= 14 |z34|∆2= 14
.
On a sample of 512x512 sublattices we estimated the quantity using insertions at least 60
lattice units from the boundaries and pairs within which the separation did not exceed 60
lattice units and respectively separated by at least 160 lattice sites. We also restricted ourselves
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to horizontal directions for simplicity. Fitting our data on a double power law gave us the
following results for different cut off distances inside the two pairs:
Cut-Off ∆1 ∆2
60 0.2525 (3) 0.2548 (4)
40 0.2517 (2) 0.2532 (4)
20 0.2503 (2) 0.2513 (2)
5 0.2502 (4) 0.2503 (4)
We clearly see that as we reduce the accounted contributions to the closest insertions within
the pairs, the fit becomes more and more precise.
Beyond this “dipolar” approximation, we ran two estimations of Fσσσσ using different pre-
scriptions in inserting the four spins operators:
• First we used 100 000 random insertions inside a sample of ∼ 500 000 sublattices of size
512x512. We ran a χ2 estimation summing over the set of insertions to find χ
2
d.o.f. ≈ 5.10−3
and a p-test value of 1. Restricting to insertions no more than 100 lattice units apart
the normalized χ2 is evaluated to 6.10−4. This number supports more firmly of a good
agreement of our sample to the theory.
• Second we used insertions along the same – horizontal – direction to measure the cross ratio
η on the real line but over an interesting range: η → 0, 1,+∞ (the last one is obviously
unreachable numerically). This gave us Fig. 19.
To our knowledge these are the first numerical checks of a CFT four-point functions in the
planar critical Ising model.
We extended this work to the four-point functions 〈εεσσ〉 and 〈εεεε〉 given by [30]:
〈ε(z1)ε(z2)σ(z3)σ(z4)〉 = |z34|
7
4
|z14|2|z23|2 Fεεσσ(η, η¯),
Fεεσσ(η, η¯) =
1
4
∣∣∣∣∣(η − 2)
√
η − 1
η
∣∣∣∣∣
2
and
〈
ε(z1)ε(z2)ε(z3)ε(z4)
〉
=
∣∣∣∣ 1z14z23
∣∣∣∣2 Fεεεε(η, η¯),
Fεεεε(η, η¯) =
∣∣∣∣∣η2 − η + 1η
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
We offer numerical checks in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 respectively.
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Figure 19: Plotting the dynamical factor Fσσσσ(η, η¯) versus η with the CFT result (grey line) and our
numerical estimation (blue points). In this range of η, real as the positions are taken to be horizontally
aligned, we cover most of the interesting behaviour of Fσσσσ. The agreement is manifest, with a normal-
ized χ2 of 0.0354 and a p-test value of 1. The most interesting behaviour of this function happens for
η → 0, 1,±∞. The zoom on the graph shows the great agreement of our measurements at the former
two points. Our large-|η| values also seem to exhibit the right asymptotic behaviour.
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Figure 20: Dynamical Factor of the 〈εεσσ〉 four point function. The agreement is satisfying: the χ2 of
our estimator is 1.59 with a p-value of 1.
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Figure 21: Dynamical Factor of the 〈εεεε〉 four point function versus crossing ratio η, here only taking
real values. We see an obvious agreement on this range of η covering the most interesting behaviour of
Fεεεε. The χ
2 is here 164.14 and the p-test value of 1, supporting the obvious agreement between our
estimations points and the prediction line.
4 Conclusions and outline
In this work, we introduced a numerical method for sampling finite-domain marginals of infinite-
volume critical systems (bulk marginals). The idea of the method is to send, using scale invari-
ance, any initial boundary information to infinity. This is done by constructing, on the boundary
of the finite domain of which the marginal is taken, a new “holographic” boundary condition
that encodes the infinite volume beyond it. From the viewpoint of the renormalization group,
the method provides a numerical way of approaching the UV fixed point, effectively zooming
onto small regions.
The method was implemented as a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler, which we refer to as
a UV sampler, for the planar Ising model. We checked the quality of the resulting samples by
verifying scale invariance of the spin-spin correlations, and we verified that there was satisfac-
tory agreement with known analytical predictions of various numerical values of the underlying
infinite-plane CFT data (including three- and four-point function, the central charge and the
conformal Ward identities). We also perfomed checks on the global loops distribution [34].
The residual effects of the bulk marginal boundary were also analyzed. These were observed
to give rise, to a good approximation, to power laws with small amplitudes. The powers observed
depend continuously on the scaling parameter used to zoom in. This was tentatively interpreted
in terms of the density of holes on the boundary, which necessarily appear in the numerical
procedure due to the partial information about the UV fixed point. It would be interesting to
have a full understanding of these residual power laws.
Although we presented results for bulk marginals on square domains, the UV sampler can
be implemented for any shape of the domain boundary, and we also implemented it on circular
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domains. The small anisotropies induced by the square boundary are further reduced, and this
might open the way to higher-precision fitting of bulk-marginal data. However, we have not yet
fully solved the problem of establishing a uniform distribution of holes on the circular boundary.
In the context of two-dimensional CFT, numerical transfer matrix methods have been exten-
sively and successfully used in order to study planar two- and three-point functions with high
precision (see for instance [17, 18]). These methods are based on the relation that exists between
distributions on the plane and on the cylinder, thanks to two-dimensional conformal invariance.
They have the advantage, over Monte Carlo samplers, of retaining the full information of the
distribution. On the other hand, transfer matrix methods are strongly limited in the size of
the system, while the UV sampler can generate bulk marginals on much larger lattices. Hence,
we expect the UV sampler may provide more precise numerical estimations, unaffected by mi-
croscopy, for properties of extended objects such as random cluster boundaries. In addition, the
UV sampler seems to offer much more flexibility, and in particular does not require, for its basic
working principles, the strong conformal invariance of two-dimensional CFT.
Many generalizations of the present work are possible (in particular, the last two are not
accessible with transfer matrix methods):
∗ The method is not limited to holographic boundary conditions representing an empty
infinite volume beyond it: the general CFT arguments presented show that, with simple
modifications, one may construct a holographic boundary condition representing the inser-
tion of any number of local observables beyond it. This may be useful to study correlation
functions and extract high-precision exponents.
∗ Generalizations to Potts models or more general lattice models with finite-range interac-
tions are expected to be straightforward. The present proposal can be extended to critical
O(n) loop-gas models, where the Hamiltonian becomes severely nonlocal in terms of un-
derlying spins. We have a paper in preparation where the UV sampler for the critical O(n)
model is studied, generating bulk marginals with a similar efficiency.
∗ It is possible to extend the UV sampler to the sampling of bulk marginals for massive QFT
– that is, in the near-critical scaling limit. Indeed, dilations are not requested to be fixed
point, and one may simply adjust the lattice coupling after a dilation procedure. Recall
that the correlation length ξ scales as ξ ∼ |T − Tc|−ν with the temperature, and recall
that a dilation by λ should send ξ → λξ. Then, the initial configuration is a sample with
T away from Tc, and we simply do the replacement |T − Tc| → |T − Tc|λ− 1ν after every
blow-up step, thus approaching the critical temperature Tc. We stop when the resulting
ξ is of the order of the lattice size, thus obtaining a bulk marginal with finite correlation
length.
∗ Finally, perhaps the most interesting generalization is to higher dimensions. The three-
dimensional critical Ising model is a popular toy model for studying three-dimensional
CFTs, and many numerical achievements have been made over the last few years [35,
36]. Generalizing the UV sampler to the 3d Ising model is straightforward and we have
preliminary results showing that it works with comparable efficiency. A paper is being
prepared.
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A Swendsen-Wang algorithm with fixed boundaries
Critical slow down in numerical simulations of statistical systems is a direct consequence of the
scaling invariance of the system and of the inexistence of a lower bound in the spectrum of the
excitations. Close enough to the critical point, the correlation length becomes much larger than
L the linear size of the lattice put on a computer. This means that the Monte-Carlo evolution
of the system will have to update very low energy modes, modes of order ∼ 1L .
With local updates (such as single spin Metropolis, Glauber, heat bath, ...), the chain au-
tocorrelation time τac is known to grow as L
4. This makes precise Monte-Carlo estimations of
global observables much difficult; recalling that the uncertainty of an observable O goes as:
δO2 ≈ τac × variance(O)
computation time
.
Since the seminal paper of Swendsen and Wang [15] the way to circumvent this obstacle is to
apply non local updates, updating large fractions of the lattice at once. On the Ising model, the
implementation came from the use of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn (FK) formulation of the partition
function [32, 33] in terms of clusters of spins sharing the same sign, bonded one to each other
with a probability:
pbond = 1− e−2βc .
From the partition function of the Ising model defined on spin configurations:
ZIsing(T = Tc, h = 0) =
∑
{σ}
eβc
∑
(i,j∈E) σiσj−1
=
∑
{σ}
∏
(i,j)∈E
(
(1− p) + pδσi,σj
)
with p = pbond (32)
=
∑
{σ}
∑
{nij= 0,1}
∏
(i,j)∈E
(
(1− p)δnij,0 + pδσi,σjδnij,1
)
. (33)
In the last line we used the trivial identity x+ y =
1∑
n=0
xδn,0 + yδn,1.
Relation (33) gives a partition function written in terms of two sets of local variables: spins
{σ} and bonds {n}. From the partition function we read a dictionary between the two. Given
a configuration of spins {σ}, we have the following distribution for nij:
if σi = σj : p(nij = 1) = p and p(nij = 0) = 1− p(nij = 1) = 1− p,
else : p(nij = 1) = 0 and p(nij = 0) = 1.
It reads that a bond nij can be “activated” with probability p only if it links two neighbour
spins of identical signs. This allows to write a configuration of bonds from a configuration of
spins.
In the other direction, given a configuration of bonds {n}, we have for two neighbours sites
σi and σj:
if nij = 1 : p(σi = σj) = 1
else if nij = 0 : p(σi = σj) =
1
2
.
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This means that “bonded” spins (nij = 1) must share the same sign while two “unbonded”
spins (nij = 0) have only a half probability to share the same value.
The duplicate description provided by (33) is employed in the Swendsen-Wang (SW) lattice
update algorithm. An evolution step consists in covering the lattice with “virtual FK clusters”
made of bonds joining neighbour spins of identical value and activated with probability p. Within
each of these clusters, all spins are assigned the same value picked at random in {1,−1} with
equal probability. By going back and forth between the spin and the bond representation the
method samples the Gibbs measure of the Ising model.
At the critical point it is of primary interest since it has been shown to counter significantly
the critical slow down. The autocorrelations of this Markov Chain have been measured to scale
as [12]:
τac ∝ L≈0.4.
In the case of a lattice subsection A with a fixed boundary ∂A, here fixed can mean entering
the Gibbs measure but non dynamical with respect to the Markov Chain. Because of its locality,
the Hamiltonian decomposes as:
HA = H∂A +HI(A),
where the first term is the energy stored on the edges connecting the boundary spins σ∂A to the
subsection inside A:
H∂A(σA|σ∂A) = −
∑
(i∈∂A,j∈A)
σiσj − 1,
while the second term is the energy contribution restricted to the inside of the lattice I(A) =
A¯ \ ∂A:
HI(A) = −
∑
(i,j)∈EA
σiσj − 1.
Introducing the boundary contribution of the energy in (32), the bottom line reads:
ZIsing(βc, σ∂A) =
∑
{n}
∑
{σ}
( ∏
(i,j)∈EA
(1− p)δnij,0 + pδσi,σjδnij,1
)
e−βcH∂A(σ,σ∂A)
In the implementation of SW lattice flips with an external magnetic field h [31], the sign
attributed to a virtual cluster C is no longer equiprobably ±1 but must obey a heat-bath assig-
nation:
p(σC = ±) ∝ e±βh|C|
where |C| is the mass of C, e.g. how many spins it contains.
In the same spirit, after having covered A with virtual FK clusters {Ci}, looking individually
at each cluster Ci:
• if none of its spins σk, k ∈ Ci, share a bond with the boundary spins σ∂A then it can be
assigned a random value ±1 with identical probabilities.
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• otherwise, if some of its spins share a bond with σ∂A, an energy contribution on the
boundary can be calculated:
H i∂A(±, σ∂A) = −
∑
(i∈∂A,j∈Ci)
(±)σj − 1
summing the energy stored in the bonds between Ci and ∂A. This contribution can now
be used in a heat bath assignation method for Ci:
p(σCi = ±) ∝ eβcH
i
∂A(±,σ∂A)
Equivalently, for computational effectiveness this could be replaced by Metropolis-like
acceptance ratio where each Ci is flipped (σj → −σj, ∀j ∈ Ci) with probability:
pacc = min
(
1, eβc
(
Hi∂A(σCi ,σ∂A)−Hi∂A(−σCi ,σ∂A)
))
Wolff cluster flips could also be used in the same fashion with fixed boundaries but our
experience is that the rejection rate will be very high for the clusters nearing the borders and
these spins will be much harder to update. Wolff updates could also be coupled to Metropolis flips
localised on a border crown, because of the strong critical slow down of single flips, this would
not be as efficient as using Swendsen-Wang algorithm. On top of that, the scaling behaviour of
SW with the lattice size is well known. In our chain we checked that the number of lattice flips
to achieve thermalization is constant with the lattice size or the dilation parameter. Though,
autocorrelations of the magnetization and the energy do seem to scale as L0.4, with L = h = v
e.g. picking square subsections.
B A CFT analysis of the lattice Markov chain
In this subsection we provide an elementary CFT analysis of the small-scale corrections in (19).
The large-distance asymptotic of correlation functions on a critical lattice are described by
CFT. These leading asymptotic behaviors receive microscopic corrections due to the lattice,
akin to those in (19). It is possible to describe such corrections within CFT, by considering a
modification of the CFT action by irrelevant operators.
The principle can be illustrated for a two-point correlation function. Let si be the lattice
variable corresponding to the CFT field O(x = ai). Then the leading large-distance behavior of
the lattice correlation functions of sai is reproduced by putting the fields O(x) at the positions
x = ai where the lattice variables lies (a is the lattice spacing), and evaluating appropriately
normalized CFT correlation functions. This principle extends to the subleading behaviors by
adding homogeneous terms to the CFT action which are integration of irrelevant operators,
and evaluating the correlation function perturbed by such terms. For instance, with only one
perturbation term,
〈sisj〉 = a2∆O〈O(ai)O(aj)〉g (34)
where ∆O is the scaling dimension of O, and where 〈·〉g is the perturbed correlation function
evaluated with the action
Sg = S + g
∫
d2xφ(x) + · · · (35)
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with φ an irrelevant (in the RG sense) perturbing field, of scaling dimension ∆φ > 2. These
expressions are formal, and must be interpreted within the rules of conformal perturbation
theory. For instance, the first correction is obtained by expanding in g to first order:
〈sisj〉 = |i− j|−2∆O
(
1 + a2−∆φg COOφ |i− j|2−∆φI + . . .
)
(36)
where COOφ is the three-point CFT coupling and I is evaluated by analytically continuing in
∆φ the integral ∫
d2x
1
(|1− x| |x|)∆φ . (37)
Let us consider the Markov chain described in the previous sections, as it acts on the action
describing the model. We start on a region C with conformal boundary conditions, with CFT
action SC and lattice-corrected action
SC,g = SC + g
∫
A
d2xφ(x). (38)
For the sake of the discussion we invert the steps in one iteration, doing first the blow-up
and then the re-thermalization, but the result is equivalent.
First we perform a blow-up step. The resulting measure on the lattice of assigned spins, with
larger effective lattice spacing a 7→ λa and larger domain C 7→ λC, has the same correlation
functions, as functions of the new lattice positions, as those of the original measure on the spins
in A. Therefore, from (36) for instance, we see that the CFT action describing it is S
λC,gλ
∆φ−2 .
This new CFT action is of course not constrained to the lattice of assigned spins, and thus
immediately gives not only the measure on the lattice of assigned spins, but also that on all
lattice spins in the larger region λC. That is, it automatically encodes a certain prescription for
filling-in the holes, which, we expect, is theoretically the most accurate.
Second we re-thermalize the subdomain C. Here we assume that re-thermalization is perfect
in C, and thus the perturbation term recovers its original form in C. Hence we have
S′ = SλC + g
∫
C
d2xφ(x) + gλ∆φ−2
∫
λC\C
d2xφ(x). (39)
We note that the part of the action lying in λC \C gives rise, in the path-integral formalism for
instance, to the new state Rλ[C] on ∂C produced by this single iteration of the Markov chain.
Repeating the process infinitely-many times, the final action is
S = SC + g
(∫
C
d2xφ(x) +
∞∑
n=1
λn(∆φ−2)
∫
λnC\λn−1C
d2xφ(x)
)
. (40)
In order to obtain a simpler expression, we may take λ = 1 +  near to 1. An analysis of this
limit shows that, taking a circular region C of radius r for simplicity, the action becomes
S = SC + g
∫
d2xmax(1, (|x|/r)∆φ−2)φ(x). (41)
Thus the resulting state limN→∞RNλ [C], both in the cases of λ > 1 (40) and λ → 1 (41),
is described by a correction to the coefficient of the lattice term, which, for λ → 1, increases
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with a power ∆φ − 2 at large distances beyond the region C. In particular, the bulk measure is
never exactly reached, contrary to the result (11) from the field theory analysis of the Markov
chain. That is, the small-scale corrections in (19) have a non-vanishing effect on the stationary
state of the Markov chain, for any value of λ. However, this effect, being proportional to g, is
non-universal, and thus should provide only small corrections to bulk behaviours, smaller, for
instance, than universal corrections produced by conformal boundary conditions
Let us analyse the effect of this on a one-point function, subtracting the bulk average. By
dimensional analysis, the decay of the effect of the region outside C with the distance ` to the
boundary of C will be proportional to
`n(2−∆φ)−∆O (42)
for the non-universal contribution coming from n factors of the correction term. Note that
with a conformal boundary, we would expect instead `−∆O , hence this is a stronger decay as
2−∆φ < 0.
Let us take the Ising model, and consider the energy field O = ε. We must analyse the
possible values of ∆φ. If we insist on rotation invariance and look at corrections in bulk CFT,
the possible fields are the non-derivative, spinless Virasoro descendants of the primary fields,
L−2L¯−21, L−2L¯−2ε, and L−2L¯−2σ. The smallest decay, in this case, would be either for n = 1
with L−2L¯−2ε (because this is the only one with nonzero overlap with ε), so ∆φ = 5 hence `−4;
or n = 2 with L−2L¯−21, so ∆φ = 4 hence `−5; so the former is the smallest decay. If we include
derivative terms, with the justification that for a theory on a finite domain derivative terms
contribute to boundary effects, then we may have ∂∂¯ε and ∂∂¯σ. The former gives ∆φ = 3 and
with n = 1 this is `−2.
From the above analysis, we therefore expect that the non-universal effect at distance ` of
the constructed boundary condition be controlled by a power law, which optimally would be
`−2, with a small coefficient.
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